MISSING VESSEL

LAST KNOWN LOCATION: N33° 09’; W125° 50’

- Hull: White w/blue cove stripe
- Waterline: Beige
- Bottom Paint: Blue
- Canvas/covers: White dodger & white furled Bimini
- Mast: Natural aluminum
- Westerbeke diesel, Engine ID#: 4-107
- 2000 10.5’ Zodiac; ID#: XDCL6923E696
- Tender outboard: 1999 2 horsepower Suzuki; ID#: DTZ0201902984

Vessel Name: “MIMOS” (ex: “Kanigo”)

1971 41’ Ericson

HIN #: 47
REG #: CF 6920 HZ

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: 400NM from Monterey & 520NM from San Diego
Abandoned in Pacific Ocean - Rudderless
LAST SEEN: July 11, 2002

REWARD

A reward is being offered by concerned parties for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel in an undamaged condition. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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